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Motion- Respect for 1.7 Billion Citizens of the world leader Prophet Muhammad PBUH 

Scotland is championing in the freedom of faith and belief however nearly one hundred thousand 

Scottish Muslims get hurt and traumatised again and again because of  the profoundly hostile and 

disrespectful comments against their beloved final Prophet of God Muhammad (PBUH). 

Prophet Muhammad PBUH is being followed by more than 1.7 Billion citizens of the world because 

he guided them towards every aspect of life and gave the charter of humanity14 centuries ago.  As per  

that charter irrespective of race colour and gender every one’s rights are equal and protected. 

Repeated Islamophobic incidents in the mainstream media heavily effects and upset Muslim 

community and we expect our government not only condemn these type of hate preachers but also 

make this punishable crime under public unrest legislation. 

Since this matter concerns more than 24% of the global population, these remarks should be 

condemned by Scottish parliament to limit further incitement of hate against under privilege 

communities. The prophet Muhammad (PBUH) is the most important figure not only in Islamic 

history and faith but for all existing Muslims which is to say that any hostile and false remarks against 

the final Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) are a direct disrespect to the Muslim world. A fair and 

straightforward demand ought to be led against culprits and take responsibility for the islamophobia 

and hate crimes that their comments inspired across the globe.  No nation, country, individual or 

group of individuals around the world ought to be permitted to stifle individuals and sacred 

personalities of various religions and none. With regards to the aforementioned issues, we need 

positive actions for the safety of the rights of Human beings on the bases of Declaration of Universal 

Human Rights, Charter of Human Rights and the Human Rights Act. 

So this motion is submitted to endorse following 

No provoking statements and cartoon from any one or from big leaders or from any country 

No state insulting for any faith 

No insult and mockery for Prophet of Islam and all other prophets 
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